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B1_E8_AF_AD_c83_290652.htm Paul, a salesman from London,

was driving past a sports car parked outside a supermarket, when he

saw it start to roll slowly down the hill. Inside the car were two young

girls on the passenger seatbut no driver. Paul stopped quickly,

jumped in front of the sports car and tried to stop it, pushing against

the front of the car. Another man who was standing nearby got into

the car and put on the handbrake, saving the girls from injury. It was

at this point that Paul noticed his own car rolling slowly down the

hilland going too fast for him to stop it. It crashed into a bus at the

bottom of the hill, and was so badly damaged that it had to be pulled

away to a garage. As if this was not bad enough, Paul now found he

had no one to blame. He was so busy chasing his car that he did not

get the name of the driver of the sports car, who just came out of the

supermarket and drove away without realizing what had happened.

Questions 11 to 14 are based on the passage you have just heard. 11.

Which car was badly damaged?12. Where was the driver of the sports

car when the accident happened?13. Who did Paul think was to

blame for the accident?14. Who was injured in the accident? 11. A) A

car outside the supermarket. B) A car at the bottom of the hill. C)

Pauls car. D) The sports car.12. A) Inside the car. B) At the foot of

the hill. C) In the garage. D) In the supermarket.13. A) The driver of

the sports car. B) The two girls inside the car. C) The man standing

nearby. D) The salesman from London.14. A) Nobody. B) The two
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